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Abstract
The interest in electric vehicles has grown worldwide due to their efficiency for reducing envi-
ronmental pollution, by using energy elements such as batteries and supercapacitors to drive the
electric machine, instead of an internal combustion engine. Contrarily, the low vehicle auton-
omy remains a barrier to their commercial success. Therefore, automotive institutions together
with academics face the challenge through various solutions to increase the available energy.
The regenerative braking is one of the implementations that helps a better use of the stored
energy.
Regenerative braking is a process in which energy is recovered from a vehicle during decel-
erations. This research focuses on braking for various road surface conditions. Furthermore, it
considers the regenerative braking and the anti-lock braking systems regarding energy recovery
performance for friction coefficient changes.
In this work, we will review and analyze the basic aspects of the modeling of a vehicle with
or without ABS, as well as the dynamic behavior of wheels. We will also present a contribu-
tion to the study of torque control and control strategies for the torque distribution regarding
combination and co-operation between electric and mechanical torque. This process is done
despite changes in ground surfaces and operating methods such as downhill, leading to better
performance in the flexibility of vehicle stability and in the recovery of power.
Keywords: Regenerative Braking System (RBS), Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Distributed
Torque Strategies.
Resumo
Os veículos elétricos têm despertado crescente interesse devido à sua capacidade para reduzir
a poluição no meio ambiente, usando elementos de energia elétrica acumulado em baterias e
supercapacitores para o acionamento da máquina elétrica no lugar de um motor de combustão
interna. Por outro lado, a baixa autonomia do veículo elétrico continua sendo uma barreira
para seu sucesso comercial. Instituções automobilísticas junto com a Academia enfrentam esse
desafio com diversas soluções para aumentar a energia disponível. Entre as possibilidades está
a frenagem regenerativa.
A frenagem regenerativa é um processo no qual recupera-se energia de um veículo durante
as desacelerações. Esta pesquisa se concentra nas frenagens para diversas condições com mu-
danças da superficie da estrada, considerando o sistema de frenagem regenerativo e o sistema
de antibloqueio.
Analisamos e revisamos os aspectos básicos da modelagem de um veículo com/sem ABS, assim
como o comportamento dinâmico das rodas e mostramos uma contribuição para o estudo do
controle de torque na máquina e estratégias de controle para o torque distribuído na combinação
e cooperação entre o torque elétrico e o mecânico, mesmo com mudanças do solo e de métodos
de operação, como descidas, obtendo estabilidade do veículo e recuperação de energia.
Palavras-chaves: Sistema de Frenagem Regenerativa, Sistema de Frenagem Antitravamento,
Estratégias de Torque Distribuidos.
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1 Introduction
One of the biggest bets of today’s technology is the electric car. It is an alternative
with almost zero emission of pollutants, which is capable of reducing the demand for fossil fu-
els. In these times of awareness, governments are opting incentives for plug-in electric vehicles,
by which the increase of electric vehicles in the world market is taking place. Such incentives
are reducing the environmental pollution due to the better use of energy resources. For this
reason, the electric vehicle (EV) has become a transportation that worldwide people choose
to invest due to the reason that it is a clean, efficient, quiet, economical and low maintenance
technology.
The company "Accenture" in partnership with “FGV Energia” has published a study
to evaluate the opportunities and challenges of implementing electric vehicles in Brazil. Accord-
ing to the survey, Brazilian market has the potential to sell about 150,000 electric car units per
year, which would be about 7% of total car sales in 2016. Brazilian entities, such as the Brazilian
Electric Vehicle Association (ABVE), operate with the government and business entities related
to the automotive sector, to encourage the development and use of electric vehicles, as well as
stimulate researches with the academic sector. In 2017, 3296 hybrids and electric vehicles were
sold in Brazil, which is still an insignificant figure when compared to the 2,239 million ICE ve-
hicles, according to the National Association of Automobile Manufacturers (ANFAVEA). The
best-selling models in Brazil in 2017 were Volkswagen Golf, BMW i3, Toyota RAV4 and Tesla
Model X, only the latter is purely electric, while the other ones are hybrid [11, 12].
Figure 1 indicates the sales of electric vehicles. As a result, the demand for home
charging systems and commercial charging stations would go higher. In countries like India,
Brasil and other emerging economies, the penetration level of electric vehicles is currently low,
which is mainly due to two reasons: (i) the high selling price and (ii) due to the availability
of limited models. However, penetration of electric vehicles is high in the U.S. and European
countries such as the Netherlands, Norway, and others. In addition, penetration level of home
charging systems in the U.S. is about 90% among electric vehicle owners compared to the
European region, where it is 80% [1, 13].
Asia-Pacific region includes China, Japan, India, Australia, and rest of Asia-Pacific.
This region holds strong growth potential for the market of electric vehicles. Currently, China
and Japan are the major markets for electric vehicles in Asia-Pacific region. Owing to the high
growth potential for electric vehicles, paired with easy accessibility of raw material at a low
price, many electric vehicle manufacturers are planning to invest in countries such as China and
India.
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Figure 1 – Annual sales of light-duty plug-in vehicles in the world’s top markets between 2011
and 2017 [1]
Modern vehicles make use of technologies such as regenerative braking system
(RBS) and Anti-lock braking system (ABS). Regenerative braking system is a technology ap-
plicable in both conventional and electric vehicles. The regenerated energy can be stored in
batteries, supercapacitors or other devices. ABS allows the wheels of a vehicle to maintain
traction while braking, to prevent the wheels from blocking. Hence this way, it helps to avoid
uncontrolled skidding. Therefore, ABS is of great importance by providing safety to passengers,
maintaining the vehicle steerable.
The growth of the market in the Asia-Pacific region is supplemented by the increase
in road safety rules, such as launching vehicle with ABS. For instance, as per Indian government
rules, airbag and ABS are compulsory, and hence would be a standard feature in passenger cars
from October 2018. Moreover, ABS will be mandatory for motorcycles with more than 125cc
engine. Currently, global ABS Market is expected to garner $41 billion by 2022, registering a
CAGR of 8.2% over the forecast period 2016-2022 [14].
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1.1 Motivation
The safety systems such as Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) and Vehicle Stability
Control (VSC), which are essential features in all modern automobiles, are developed continu-
ously.
Researches focus on the technology of regenerative braking working together with
friction braking are very limited in the literature [15].
The vehicle stability depends on the driver behavior, which performs basic operation
such as steering angle, braking, and throttle application. These are inputs for the process Driver-
Vehicle-Environment, as shown in Figure 2. The precision with which these inputs are applied
depends upon the driver’s level of experience.
The Anti-lock Braking System is an electronic system with sensors that monitors
the rotation of each wheel and compares it to the speed of the vehicle.
Figure 2 – Overall system of “Driver – Vehicle – Environment” [2]
As the control algorithms for ABS and RBS become more advanced, there is a
requirement to accurately predict and understand the forces generated by the response of the tire
to road contact, brake torque variations and the interaction of the wheels with the vehicle. Taking
advantage of the quick response and accurate control of the electric motor torque, researchers
have explored a way to introduce the motor torque into the ABS control, expecting a better
control effect. However, these strategies haven’t considered the cooperative action between the
hydraulic braking system and the regenerative braking system. Therefore, it can be difficult to
achieve good braking stability and high regenerative braking efficiency simultaneously [16, 17].
In this regard, this work provides study on the strategy of using regenerative braking
system to satisfy the requirements of an electric vehicle with ABS.
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1.2 Objective
This study develops a simulation tool and proposes control strategies to improve
the performance of ABS applied to electric vehicles. An ABS function is proposed to be in-
cluded in the electric motor control system to act during regenerative braking. Such a system
operates in coordination with the mechanical brake, thus allowing an extension of RBS de-
spite the critical steerability conditions. The vehicle modeling affords an adaptive simulation
with RBS and/or ABS based on Simulink/Matlab driven by the induction machine with direct
torque control (DTC). The performance analysis considers the capability of the braking system
(regenerative plus mechanical) and maintains the commanded torque even if the road presents
frictional variations.
1.3 Research Approach
• Literature review of simulations models and VE technologies.
• Detailed mathematical modeling of all the components based on a set of assumptions and
requirements.
• Identification of simulation platform, implementation, and integration of models.
• Development of the torque estimation procedure to activate the anti-lock braking systems
based on the ground conditions and external forces.
• Detailed analysis of the results of the simulation.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The chapters are organized as follows.
Chapter 2 provides a background of the mathematical modeling and simulation
tools to regenerative braking and anti-lock braking system, as well as implementation of base
components for torque control applied to the electric vehicles.
In Chapter 3, a comparison between scalar control and a direct torque control with
space vector modulation (DTC-SVM) for the development of regenerative braking system is
discussed. In addition, it develops a dynamic model of an electric vehicle fitted with a bank of
supercapacitors and direct torque control. We will therefore focus on the regenerative braking
control system, as well as torque control problems at low speed. This will allow us to base
our contribution to regenerative braking control strategies under an adequate friction coefficient
between tire and road, in addition to the hard stops.
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Chapter 4 contains the study of the model and the dynamic behavior of the vehicle
when the surface between tire and ground has a low friction. Henceforth, the simulation results
are presented, using the control strategies performed in chapter 3.
Chapter 5 contains the discussions of ABS control to keep the regenerative braking
under surfaces with a low grip.
Chapter 6 contains general conclusions and the perspectives for future works.
This thesis regards the studies published in the 2018 IEEE Transportation Electrifi-
cation Conference and Expo (ITEC).
Link: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8449954/
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2 Literature Review
This chapter provides a detailed description of the state-of-art in the dynamic mod-
eling and control of an electric vehicle (EV) to make use of technologies for the braking system
including the regenerative and anti-locked braking system. The first one provides efficiency in
energy-saving on the braking and the latter provides stability to the driver, steering control and
shorter stopping distances on some particular surfaces.
The model considers an electric propulsion system that is the heart of electric vehi-
cles. It consists of an electric machine, power converters, and electronic controllers. The electric
machine converts electrical energy into mechanical energy to propel the vehicle. Vice versa, the
regenerative brake generate electricity that will be sent to an onboard energy storage elements.
The power converter is used to supply the electric motor with voltage and current at appropriate
conditions. The electronic controller controls the power conversion in order to have the pro-
duction of torque and proper speed, according to the driver’s command. The controllers can be
divided into functional units: sensors, interface circuits, and processor (see Figure 3).
2.1 Vehicle Dynamics Model
This work considers the case study of a pure electric passenger vehicle shown in
Figure 3. The block diagram shows that the vehicle is driven by an induction machine (IM)
with traction on the front-wheels. The IM can work in two states: as a motor or a generator. Su-
percapacitors (SC) are energy storage elements that are electrically connected with the converter
and can be charged and discharged during driving cycles.
For the regeneration process it isn’t necessary to consider the batteries, since the
role of the supercapacitor bank is be the high power source, what means the energy during
acceleration and braking intervals will circulate in such device. The batteries role is to provide
long term (average) power.
The braking performance is one of the most important characteristics that affect
the vehicle’s safety. There are many active safety systems such as Anti-lock braking system
(ABS), traction control system (TCS), and electronic stability program (ESP), that regulate the
forces at the tires and adapt the vehicle’s conditions to the situations according to the driving
environment.
Figure 4 shows the components of a conventional vehicle braking system. These
components are controlled by a control unit through hydraulic actuators, that press the brake
shoes against the drum, which cause braking due to frictional force. Currently, vehicles are
equipped with disc brakes since they are more efficient during braking and have a better heat
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Figure 3 – Configuration of the case-study electric vehicle.
dissipating mechanism [18].
Small vehicle and some medium-sized vehicles are fitted with disk brakes on the
front wheels and drum brakes on the rear (drum brakes represent a cost saving). New cars are
now fitted exclusively with disk brakes at the front, and there is an increasing trend towards disk
brakes for the rear wheels as well [2].
Figure 4 – Conventional vehicle braking system [3].
The force applied to the tires affects the vehicle dynamics and determine the stabil-
ity and maneuverability of the vehicle, especially under critical driving conditions. The forces
and moments of the tires on the road also indicates the intention of the driver command. Gener-
ated from the friction between the tire and the texture of the road, the friction coefficient plays
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an important role for achieving a proper performance between the tires and the road. Friction
coefficient defines the maximum possible acceleration, and more importantly, the minimum
braking (stopping) distance as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 – Vehicle Stopping Distance for different friction conditions [4].
Table 1 shows the average values of tractive effort coefficients on various roads. The
traction coefficient is heavily dependent on the roughness, the contact area, and the frictional
force pulling or pushing a vehicle’s mass.
Table 1 – Average Values of Tractive Effort Coefficient on Various Roads [8]
Surface Peak Values,µp Sliding Values,µs
Asphalt and concrete (dry) 0.8–0.9 0.75
Concrete (wet) 0.8 0.7
Asphalt (wet) 0.5–0.7 0.45–0.6
Grave 0.6 0.55
Earth road (dry) 0.68 0.65
Earth road (wet) 0.55 0.4–0.5
Snow (hard packed) 0.2 0.15
Ice 0.1 0.07
The behavior of a vehicle system and its dynamics involves a balance among the
several acting forces. These forces are categorized into tractive (Ft) and road-load (Ftb) forces.
The tractive effort appears in the contact area between the driven wheels and the
road surface and propels the vehicle forward. It is produced by the torque power plant and
transferred through transmission and final drive to the wheels. While the vehicle is moving,
there are road-load resistances, that try to stop its movement. These road-load forces include
rolling resistance of the tires, the aerodynamic drag force, frictional force of the slope and force
due to vehicle inertia.
According to the Newton’s second law, equation 2.1 indicates that speed and ac-
celeration depends on tractive effort, road-load force, and on the mass of the vehicle. Vehicle
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Figure 6 – Electric Vehicle Dynamics.
acceleration can be written as
ΣFb−ΣFbr = ∂Vx∂ t ∗δMv [N] (2.1)
where Vx is the vehicle speed (m/s2), Σ Fb is the total tractive effort, Σ Fbr is the total resistance,
Mv is the total mass, and δ is the mass factor, which is an effect of rotating components on the
power train.
The Aerodynamic Drag force (Faerod) takes into account the aerodynamics of the
vehicle and is given by:
Faerod = 0.5∗ρ ∗A f ∗Cd ∗ (Vx−Vw)2 [N] (2.2)
Where, Cd is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, A f is the frontal area, Vw is wind
speed, ρ is the air mass density, and Vx is the vehicle linear speed.
Rolling resistance force (Frolling) is the tangential force of normal force (P) on tires
and the rolling resistance coefficient (µr).
Frolling = P∗µr = Mv ∗g∗µr ∗ cos(β ) [N] (2.3)
The hill-climbing resistance force (Fclimb) is based on the angle of inclination β and
is given by:
Fclimb = Mv ∗g∗ sin(β ) [N] (2.4)
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The linear acceleration force (Facc) is based on the mass of the vehicle (Mv), accel-
eration/deceleration of the vehicle (αv), and the vehicle speed (Vx) expressed as following:
Facc = Mv.αv = Mv
∂Vx
∂ t
[N] (2.5)
Based on all these equations the resultant force produces a counteractive torque to
the driving motor. The total acting force is given by
Ftotal = Faerod +Frolling+Fclimb+Facc+Fwind [N] (2.6)
2.1.1 Wheel Dynamics
Figure 7 shows the principle of braking force distribution between front and rear
wheels, which occurs when brake operations are performed while the vehicle is running on a flat
road. The vehicle braking force depends on the vehicle mass (Mv) and acceleration/deceleration
of the vehicle (αv). The relationship between the vehicle braking force (Fv), the front wheel
braking force (Fb f ), and the rear wheel braking force (Fbr) can be represented as:
Fv = Mv.αv = Fb f +Fbr [N] (2.7)
Figure 7 – Load movement which occurs when brake operations are performed while vehicle is
running on flat roads.
The load will be shifted from the rear wheels to the front wheels when the brake
pedal is stepped on, which will affect the distribution of braking force between front and rear
wheels [8, 19]. To estimate the influence of load movement on braking, brake strength z is
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defined by the equation 2.8. Where, g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2) and (αv) is the
vehicle’s deceleration.
z =
αv
g
(2.8)
Thus, the maximum braking forces F f and Fr which can be generated for the front and rear
wheels, are given by Equations (2.9–2.11):
Fb f = µ.Wf = µ.
Mvg(Lb+ z.hg)
L
(2.9)
Fbr = µ.Wr = µ.
Mvg(La− z.hg)
L
(2.10)
Fb f +Fbr = µ.Mvg (2.11)
Where W f and Wr are the normal forces on the front and rear wheels, G is the total
load of the vehicle and µ represents the friction coefficient between the tire and the road surface.
It’s possible to determine the braking forces which can make the front and rear wheels lock for
each friction coefficient. When the braking force is distributed among the front and rear wheels
safe braking is secured, which can be represented as
Fbr =
1
2
[
Mvg
hg
√
L2b+
4hgL
Mvg
Fb f −
(
MvgLb
hg
+2Fb f
)]
(2.12)
The ideal braking force distribution characteristics were determined by calculations
based on the specifications of a passenger vehicle (see Table 2).
Table 2 – Parameters used for studying at vehicle dynamic
µ 0.4∼1 Mv 1320 kg
L 3 (m) La 1.4 (m)
hg 0.5 (m) Lb 1.6 (m)
Cd 0.4 (m) A f 3 (m2)
ρ 1.18 (kg/m3) Vw 0 (m/s)
Jw 0.5 (kg/m2) g 9.819 (m/s2)
β 0∼0.174 (rad) rd 0.25 (m)
As shown in the Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.12, braking forces F f and Fr vary
with the friction coefficient µ . Thus, in order to distribute braking force according to the ideal
curve, we need to obtain the friction coefficient in real time. However, it is difficult to measure
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the changing friction coefficient directly. It can be found that the distribution ratio R f and Rr of
the front and rear wheels, does not depend on the friction coefficient [20].
R f =
Ff
Ff +Fr
=
Lb+ z.hg
La+Lb
(2.13)
Rr = 1−R f (2.14)
The vehicle models available are of the following types: general vehicle model,
vehicle model of four-wheels, vehicle model of two-wheels and vehicle model of the single
wheel. We used the dynamic model with the single wheel in order to describe a suitable braking
performance and also to simplify the underlying problem.
The vehicle braking is analyzed on the point A of figure 7. The brake pad is pressed
against the brake plate, thus developing a frictional torque. This braking torque results in a
braking force at the contact area between the tire and the ground. It is this braking force that tries
to stop the vehicle. The traction or braking force is produced by the pneumatic tire and friction
coefficient. Depending on the driver’s command, this is an acceptable procedure, provided the
EV protection devices prevent any exaggerated elevation of temperature and current peaks [21].
The braking forces act on front and rear wheels and can be expressed as the force (Fb f ) available
at the tire-ground contact which depends on the axle torque (Tb) and tire radio (rd). The wheel
reaction force will generate a torque that initiates rolling motion of the wheel, resulting in an
angular speed ω . The equations of motion and longitudinal friction of the wheels are:
Fv = Me.αv = Me ∗ ∂Vx∂ t (2.15)
Fb f =
Tb
rd
(2.16)
Fb f = µP (2.17)
Fb f =
Jw.ω˙+Tb
rd
(2.18)
Where Me is ¼ of the mass of the vehicle (kg), Vx is the vehicle speed (m/s), Fv
is the longitudinal friction (N), Jw is the moment of inertia of the wheel (kg·m2), ω is the
wheel angular speed (rd/s), rd is the wheel radius, Tb is the front brake torque (N·m), µ is the
coefficient of longitudinal friction, and P is the normal force (N).
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2.1.2 Tire Modeling
When the vehicle braking command takes place on a straight-line, the longitudi-
nal speed of wheel is lower than the vehicle speed because of tire deformation and the trac-
tion/braking forces exerted on the tire. Hence, the vehicle will slip on the road. Where tire slip
is calculated using ω , rd , and Vx, which represents the wheel angular velocity, the wheel rolling
radius, and the vehicle forward velocity for the formula:
λ (t) =
Vx(t)−ω(t).rd
max(Vx,ω)
=
Vx(t)−ω(t).rd
Vx
(2.19)
The tractive effort coefficient (µ) and tire slip have a relationship as shown in Figure
8. Where λ ε [0, 1]. In particular λ= 0 corresponds to a pure rolling wheel and λ= 1 to a locked
wheel.
The tractive effort coefficient reaches the maximum value at the peak value, point A,
caused by the elasticity of the tire. When the slip ratio (λ ) is below point A, the slip can increase
the traction force. The peak tractive effort is reached at a slip of 0.15 ∼ 0.2. Once the slip ratio
exceeds A, the traction force will decrease as a result of the decrease of adhesive coefficient.
This is an unstable condition. Therefore, for normal driving, the slip of the tire must be limited
λ ε [0, 0.2] to maintain the steering ability. The longitudinal tire force Fb f in Equation 2.20
depends linearly on vertical force P and nonlinearly on the friction coefficient. On the asphalt
dry surface, the maximum force is larger. However, on the snow road surface, the maximum
value is really small. The road-wheel friction coefficient (µ) depends on the road condition (see
Table 1).
Fb f (λ ,P) = µ(λ )P (2.20)
The tire model is the functional relation between the tire adhesion during the brak-
ing process and other various parameters. The road-wheel friction coefficient has been devel-
oped for many empirical expressions and various parameters are represented by the functional
relationship.
The Pacejka’s model is also known as ’Magic Formula’. It uses trigonometric func-
tions to fit experimental data with a function. It depends on the longitudinal tire slip (λ ), the
aligning torque, the combined effects of vertical force (P), road surface (maximum values µp)
and other conditions. A simplified form of Pacejka’s magic formula can be expressed as:
µi(λ ) = Dsin(C tan−1
{
Bλi−E[Bλi− tan−1(Bλi)]
}
) (2.21)
Figure 9 shows tire friction curves, generated by the Pacejka model, for four com-
mon road conditions. This static map describes the dependence between slip and friction, addi-
tionally it depends on the vehicle speed (Vx).
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Figure 8 – Longitudinal Slip and the friction coefficient curve of the tire.
Figure 9 – Tire friction curves.
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The nonlinear Magic Formula tire model in Matlab has coefficients by Paceijka for
typical road conditions. Magic formula coefficients for typical road conditions are numerical
values based on empirical data [5, 22].
Table 3 – Magic Formula Coefficients for different kind of surfaces
Surface B C D E
Dry 10 1.9 1 0.97
Wet 12 2.3 0.82 1
Snow 5 2 0.3 1
Ice 4 2 0.1 1
This model contains a quite simple description of the slip dynamics for a wheel. It
does not capture pitching motion of the car body while braking, suspension dynamics, actua-
tor dynamics, tire dynamics nor camber angle (the tire is consider perpendicular on the road
surface) [23].
2.1.3 Induction Electric Machine
A three-phase induction machine (IM) has stator windings in which the alternating
supply voltage is applied. The rotor can be composed of a short-circuited cage or windings that
allow current flow.
Given the three-phase characteristic of the stator supply and the spatial distribution
of the windings, the field produced by the stator is rotating, that is, its resultant has a rotational
movement. By transformer effect, the magnetic fields produced by the stator windings induce
currents in the rotor. The field produced by the currents induced in the rotor has the same
rotational characteristic, always trying to follow the rotating field of the stator. So that, the
interaction of both magnetic fields produces the torque that makes the machine to rotate.
If the rotor rotates at the same speed as the rotating field, there will be no induced
current since there will be no flux variation through the rotor turns. If there is no current, there
will be no torque. From this qualitative analysis, it can be concluded that the production of
torque in the machine axis derives from the fact that the speed of the rotor is always different
than the speed of the rotating field.
The current induced in the rotor has a frequency which is the difference between
the angular frequency of the rotating field and the rotor speed.
In traction, the rotor rotates in the same direction of the rotating field, and as the
sliding increases (starting from zero), the torque also increases, practically linearly, while the
air gap flux remains constant. The normal operation as a motor occurs in this linear region.
In the regeneration region, the rotor and the rotating field move in the same di-
rection, but the mechanical speed is greater than the synchronous speed, leading to a negative
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sliding. This means that the machine operates as a generator, delivering power to the system to
which the stator is connected.
The electric machine slip is defined by
S =
ωs−ωm
ωs
(2.22)
Where ωm is the rotor angular speed (rd/s) and ωs is the stator angular speed (rd/s).
The Figure 10 shows a typical torque-speed curve from a sinusoidal voltage source of fixed
frequency and amplitude, according to the analysis of its power flow. There are three operating
regions:
• Traction (0<s<1)
• Regeneration (s<0)
• Braking (1<s<2)
Figure 10 – Characteristic torque-speed of the induction machine.
The developed torque can be expressed by
Tem =
3.Rr.V 2s
s.ωs
[
(Rs+Rr/s)
2+(Xs+Xr)
2
] (2.23)
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Where Rs and Rr represent the resistances of the stator and rotor windings, while
Xs and Xr are the stator and rotor leakage reactances, that is, they represent the magnetic flux
that do not link both windings.
Figure 11 shows the induction motor drive characteristics when used as the EV
propulsion. The transmission gear ratio is designed such that the EV reaches its maximum
speed at the maximum induction motor speed.
Figure 11 – IM speed range for EV typical.
The IM maximum torque is determined from the motor characteristic curve. Such
torque is available below the IM nominal power (PN). When the IM reaches PN , it can operate
with field weakening, reducing the torque as the speed increases. This is described by
Tem =
TN , ωs ≤ ωbPN/ωs, ωs > ωb. (2.24)
The IM can operate continuously at the nominal conditions. During short intervals
the IM can produce a higher torque. In this study such overload torque will be considered 50%
above TN , i.e., Tmax =1.5 TN [24].
When a deceleration is required, torque is transferred from the motor and mechani-
cal brakes to the wheels. The braking torque applied by the motor is converted to electric energy
and transferred to the storage device (Supercapacitors).
The regeneration allows to capture (store) part of the kinetic energy that would be
converted into heat (wheel discs) during frictional braking in a conventional vehicle. Performing
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regenerative braking, when the driver press the brake pedal to reduce the vehicle speed, the
electric machine acts as a generator, driven by the wheel or wheel axle. The generated electric
energy is absorbed, processed and stored.
2.1.4 Power Converters
DC-AC converters are called as "Inverters". The function of an inverter is to trans-
form a continuous source of electricity (voltage or current) into an alternating quantity, of null
mean value. Typically, the induction machine is driven by a variable frequency and voltage
inverter with pulse width modulation (PWM).
Figure 12 – Machine drive control by Three-Phase Voltage Source Inverter.
DC-DC bidirectional converters are shown in Figure 13. They process the energy
transferred from the SC bank and batteries to the DC side of the inverter. The SC bank is used
as an auxiliary source to avoid the stress of the batteries due to high current peaks [25, 26].
Figure 13 – Power Flow in electric vehicle.
The scalar control imposes a certain combination of voltage and frequency (V/F), in
order to maintain the V/F ratio constant, that is, the motor works with approximately constant
flux.
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The torque developed by the induction motor is directly proportional to the ratio of
the applied voltage and the frequency of supply. By varying the voltage and the frequency, but
keeping their ratio constant, the torque developed can be kept constant throughout the speed
range [8]. It is normally applied when there is no need of fast response to torque command. It’s
shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14 – Speed Controller of V/F control on Matlab/simulink [5].
Space Vector Modulation (SVM) is an algorithm for the control of Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM). SVM gives better harmonic response and higher efficiency compared to
pulse width modulation techniques. The performance of Space Vector Modulation technique
and Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation are compared for harmonics, THD and output voltage,
It was discussed in [26, 27].
Figure 15 – Space Vector Generator on Matlab/simulink [5].
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2.1.5 Torque Control in Electric Vehicle
Two techniques are known for three-phase induction machines, which are: (i) the
Field-oriented control (FOC) and (ii) Direct torque control (DTC). The simplicity of DTC al-
lows a good torque control in steady-state and transient conditions as can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4 – Summary of the comparison between FOC and DTC [10]
Properties DTC FOC
Dynamic response for
torque Quicker Slower
Steady-state behaviour for
torque, stator flux and High ripple and distortion Low ripple and distortion
currents
Requirement of rotor No Yes
position
Current control No Yes
PWM modulator No Yes
Coordinate transformation No Yes
Parameter sensitivity - For a sensorless estimator: Rs Decoupling depends on:
- For a non-sensorless estimator Lsd, Lsq e ψ
Lsd, Lsq e ψ
Switching frequency Variable, depending on the operating Constant
point and during transients
Audible noise Spread spectrum, high noise especially Low noise at
at low speed a fixed frequency
Control tuning Hysteresis bands/PI gains PI gains
Complexity and processing Lower Higher
requirements
The DTC is employed in this study together with space vector modulation as shown
in Figure 16. The DTC technique is based on the application of a logic table that calculates
the correct switching of the inverter, by correcting the torque values and stator flux. DTC-SVM
allows achieving a fast torque response and a good closed-loop speed control, if this control
loop is desired. However, the DTC requires an intense inverter switching and can produces high
torque ripple [26, 28], which is a disadvantage.
Currently, the latest research seeks DTC performance to solve these problems and,
at the same time, retains its simple control structure, with the use of improved switching tables,
use of comparators with and without hysteresis, at two or three levels, implementation of DTC
schemes with constant switching frequency operation, with PWM or SVM, introduction of
fuzzy or neuro-fuzzy techniques and use of the sophisticated flux estimators to improve the low
speed behavior [27, 29, 30].
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Figure 16 – Configuration of Direct Torque Control on Matlab/simulink [5].
2.2 Regenerative Braking System (RBS)
Braking, for any vehicle, means the application of a force to reduce its speed or
stop its movement. The braking distance is the elapsed course between the time the brakes
are applied and the time the vehicle comes to the complete stop. The braking friction is used
to counteract the forward momentum of a moving vehicle. As the brake pads rub against the
wheels or a disc that is connected to the axles, heat energy is created. This heat energy dissipates
into the air, wasting the vehicle’s kinetic energy as shown in Figure 17. This cycle of friction
and wasted heat energy reduces the vehicle’s fuel efficiency. Therefore, more energy from the
engine is required to replace the energy that was lost in braking the vehicle [31].
Regenerative braking is a technology fitted for extending the vehicle’s range. The
technology dates the XIX century, when it was developed by M.A. Darracq and presented in
France in 1897. Since that system was heavy and bulky, it wasn’t attractive at that time [21, 32].
Figure 17 – Energy Flow in Vehicle Braking.
The regenerative braking in EV converts the kinetic energy (Ek) into electrical en-
ergy. This energy is stored batteries or supercapacitors and can be used instantaneously or later
in accordance to the vehicle’s demand.
The following equations allow to evaluate the energy accumulation in the storage
elements by using the principle of energy conservation.
Jc = b2Jw (2.25)
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Figure 18 – The electric motor in the braking operation becomes a generator allowing to recover
the energy [6].
Ek = Mv ∗ V
2
x
2
= Jm.
ω2m
2
+ Jc.
ω2
2
(2.26)
Where Jw is the wheel inertia (kg.m2), Jc is the load inertia (kg.m2), Jm is the motor
inertia (kg.m2), Mv is vehicle mass (Kg), ωm is motor speed (rd/s), ω is wheel speed (rd/s) and
b is the gear ratio.
The first EV with RBS was implemented with DC motor. The use of DC machines
in EV is due to its easy control for traction application. This motor provides high torque at
low speed. However, the main drawback is the intense maintenance needs due to the brushes
and commutator wear [7, 8, 31]. Advances in AC converters and motors allow the use of
induction motors, since they show an acceptable performance, in addition to their low cost and
robustness [33, 34]. Other motors, as the brushless DC or the Permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM), are considered in high performance and conceptual vehicles due to their high
cost [35].
We can analyze the torque behavior from Figure 19. In the curve, there are three
main factors to take into account: (i) maximum nominal torque TN (point 1), (ii) maximum
motor speed (point 2) and (iii) electric motor power limitation PN = TN * ωb (see Equation
2.24).
Generally, a regenerative braking system operates in coordination with the tradi-
tional friction brake (Mechanical Braking), the reasons are: (i) the regenerative braking torque
is not enough to cover the required braking torque; (ii) sometimes the regenerative braking can-
not be used to preserve the SC or the battery life, which includes, the high state of charge (SOC)
and high temperature of the device [7, 36].
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From Figure 19 we can observe that, when the required motor torque is "a", the
braking can be achieved only by the electric brake since it’s smaller than TN . Whereas, as
the braking torque "b" is larger than maximum motor torque at that speed, the conventional
friction brake is demanded to be operated together with the electric brake to supply the missing
torque, "c". Similarly, the motor power limitation needs to be taken into account. Thus, the
algorithm used and presented in Figure 20 can perform the regenerative and mechanical braking
combinedly.
Figure 19 – Electric Motor Torque-Speed Characteristic, valid for traction and braking.
The control structure depicted in Figure 21, is to test the system performance. In
this structure, we can observe three input variables which are the driver desired brake torque
(Tdesired) and motor speed (ωm). The outputs are motor current (I) and pressure (ρ) to be applied
to electrical and mechanical brake system. The logic control adjusts regenerative braking torque
for ensuring the stability of the vehicle in the braking operations with the distribution of the
deceleration forces [7, 21, 37].
This work advances the RBS study developed at [21], considering a more precise
torque control, the implementation of ABS in both, electric and magnetic brakes.
2.3 Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
The ABS first began in Germany in 1978 developed by Bosch. In 1986, it was
followed by the traction control system (TCS) which extended system capability to the control
of wheel spin under acceleration. As a further improvement of driving safety, the electronic
stability program (ESP) was introduced in 1995, which integrated the functions of ABS with
TCS. The ABS is shown in Figure 22.
ABS acts in hazardous driving conditions, in which it is possible to lock the wheels
under braking. Possible causes of such locking include wet or slippery road surfaces, and abrupt
reaction by the driver (unexpected hazard). As a result, the vehicle can become uncontrollable,
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Figure 20 – Brake torque allocation flow chart.
Figure 21 – Brake system with control allocation module.
and may go into a slip and/or leave the road. In this context, the anti-lock braking system detects
if one or more wheels are about to lock up under braking and, if so, makes sure that the brake
pressure remains constant or is reduced. By doing so, it prevents the wheels from locking up
and the vehicle remains steerable. As a consequence, the vehicle can brake or stop quickly and
with safety, reducing the danger of skidding.
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Figure 22 – Braking System with ABS [2].
The ABS is designed to achieve maximum negative acceleration by preventing the
wheels from locking up. It consists of three parts: sensors, electronic control unit (ECU) and
actuator (pressure regulator). The mathematical model of the ABS is composed of four parts:
the vehicle dynamics model, the tire model, brake system model and control system, as is shown
in Figure 23.
Figure 23 – The components of automobile anti-lock system.
The ABS is based on several measures. The main source of information is the an-
gular speed of the vehicle’s wheel, that is constantly being controlled. As second the speed of
the vehicle or the angular acceleration of the wheel, must be available.
There are different kinds of ABS algorithms: those based on logic switching from
wheel acceleration information and wheel slip regulation. A third kind uses both, wheel slip
and wheel acceleration measurements. This algorithm is able to stabilize globally and asymp-
totically the wheel slip around any prescribed set-point, both in the stable and unstable regions
of the tire. Moreover, it gives precise bounds on the gains of the control law for which stability
is proved mathematically [38, 39].
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Most of the command algorithms for ABS are based on a combination of two con-
trol, which are described below [7]:
• Wheel Slip Control - In this method, the wheel slip is continuously calculated through
wheel speed and vehicle speed sensors and the value is sent as a state to the ABS con-
troller. The control action commands the actuator to get the wheel slip equal to the desired
value. The ABS control algorithms must be robust and operate under varying surface con-
ditions. Slip control systems are known to work well for non-decreasing force conditions.
• Wheel Acceleration Control - The concept of an ABS based on the measurement of
angular acceleration of the wheel is implemented, using a rule-based approach. In this
system, the braking cycle is designed to operate in three states: 1. Apply 2. Hold 3.Re-
lease. The ABS controller is supplied with an exhaustive look-up table that accounts for
different braking scenario. This table is essentially a set of threshold values for wheel
deceleration and slip ratios that would decide the brake state during the prediction and
re-selection stage. In a typical system, the ABS would activate when the wheel deceler-
ation drops below a specific value. The brake states are continuously regulated such that
the wheel deceleration and slip are within the provided thresholds. This method is consid-
ered to be an indirect way of controlling wheel slip because it requires careful adjustment
of wheel acceleration thresholds to achieve optimum performance.
The performance characteristics of the ABS system under operating conditions
would respond due to the ’Magic Formula’ tire model in accordance with the tire friction curves
characteristics based on road conditions to calculate the applied force at a locked wheel, which
is divided in two regions static and kinetic friction as shown in Figure 24.
The operation of an ABS is centered on the longitudinal force versus slip charac-
teristic of a tire. The force generated at the contact patch is dependent on the slip ratio. This is
the braking force that is generated in the direction opposite to the motion of the vehicle. Figure
25 shows the different steps taken by the ABS in terms of braking force and pressure of the
hydraulic actuator which results in immediate application of highest guaranteed braking force.
Once this is reached, the force is slowly increased until instability occurs and the braking force
is consequently reduced. The last known stable braking force is applied as soon as wheel slip is
in the stable region.
The RBS strategy is crucial for energy recovery and braking performance. Figure 26
depicts in blocks a complete system where RBS and ABS work together. It can be observed that
the output ABS system sends a signal to the allocation controller to adjust the electric braking
torque, which depends on the friction coefficient (µ).
Figure 27 shows simulation results of emergency (hard) braking without ABS, on a
surfaces with low friction coefficient. In this case, the driver brake command applies maximum
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Figure 24 – Coefficent of friction at different road conditons [4].
torque which leads the vehicle to instability by the lack of grip between the tire and the road.
Figure 28 shows the simulation results, where the driver commands a sudden hard
braking on a road with varying adhesive coefficients. While the commanded braking force is less
than the maximum braking force that the ground surface can support without the wheel being
locked, the actual braking force follows the commanded one. However, when the commanded
braking force is greater than the maximum braking force that the ground can support, the actual
braking force follows the maximum allowed value (in a period of 0.5 to 1.5 s). Consequently,
the wheel slip ratios can be controlled in a proper range (usually < 25%). The vehicle gains
directional stability and shorter braking distance.
Researches in [7, 39, 40] detailed that the friction between road and tire is a nonlin-
ear function of wheel slip. The slip ratio to achieve an ideal braking shall be maintained at 15%
to 25%, thereby gaining a sufficient large lateral force to maintain steering capability. There-
fore, maximum negative acceleration can be achieved by a suitable control system for wheel
slip regulation at its optimum value. In addition, investigations for ABS and RBS consider two
things, the first one is to minimize the braking distance, the second is the maximum recovery of
energy.
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Figure 25 – The different steps taken by the ABS controller [7].
Figure 26 – Cooperative work of regenerative and mechanical braking, equipped with ABS.
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Figure 27 – Braking without ABS on surfaces without good grip [2].
Figure 28 – Braking with ABS (Front Wheels) on surfaces without good grip [8].
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3 Regenerative Braking Control System
Regenerative Braking System (RBS) is a technology to recover energy of EV and
HEV, on braking. The electrical and mechanical braking combination is necessary to obtain
braking performance of the vehicle at any circumstance [7, 21].
This chapter presents the dynamic modeling of an EV on flat and downhill surfaces.
It is built and simulated on MATLAB 8.9(R2017a)/Simulink. In order to obtain the model, we
detail the required subsystems. However, the model faces nonlinearities and uncertainties such
as in mass, center of gravity of the vehicle and road condition, that affect the model.
RBS can be developed using an electric machine that is rigidly connected to the
front wheels.
The configuration of the EV case study is shown in Figure 3 with traction in two-
front-wheels. Two torque control methods are considered for driving the induction machine
with space vector modulation (SVM): (i) V/F scalar control and (ii) DTC.
3.1 Computational Model
The acceleration and braking vehicle performances depend on the available power-
train and vehicle mass. Additionally it must consider the user safety and comfort [2, 21].
In urban application, the speed is limited. In this study we consider three situations:
• Level 1: 35 km/h or 323 rpm,
• Level 2: 50 km/h or 461 rpm,
• Level 3: 65 km/h or 600 rpm.
In a light vehicle like the ’Gold city’ electric vehicle, the deceleration does not
exceed 5 m/s2 due to the deceleration rate, which usually the vehicle brakes most of the time,
considered to charge electric accumulators is from 0.5m/s2 to 4.5m/s2. Thus, the values defined
and considered in the following simulations are:
• Level 1: 1,5 m/s2 low,
• Level 2: 2,5 m/s2 medium,
• Level 3: 3,5 m/s2 high.
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The vehicle total mass is 1320kg, however, it was reduced to 660kg at simulations
for maintaining a deceleration in according with the defined high deceleration above and maxi-
mum mechanical torque applied at braking, as shown in [18].
Table 5 shows the induction machine model parameters, used in the simulation.
Table 5 – Induction Machine Parameters
Nominal Power (PN) 37 kW (50 HP)
Frequency 60 Hz
Nominal Torque(TN) 200 N.m
Stator Resistance (Rs) 0.025 ohm
Rotor Resistance (Rr) 0.23 ohm
Stator Inductance (Ls) 0.22 mH
Rotor Inductance (Lr) 0.87 mH
Mutual Inductance (Lm) 3.79 mH
Moment of Inertia (Jm) 0.5 kg.m2
Pole Number (p) 4
Table 6 shows the torque values for the so called "hard brake", that corresponds to
the maximum torque that can be applied to the wheels.
As already defined, Tmax=1.5 TN . However, to avoid motor overheating during long
braking intervals, the motor torque is limited to 240 Nm (TLim).
Table 6 – EV Parameters
Gearbox Ratio 1 : 2.5
IM Maximum Torque (Tmax) 300 Nm
IM Limit Torque (TLim) 240 Nm
Wheel Maximum Torque 750 Nm
The electric power supply is a supercapacitor bank (17F) with initial condition of
380V.
3.1.1 Shutdown Criteria of the Electrical Braking
Figure 29 shows a block diagram based on scalar control, in a flat surface, to per-
form the study. The "Vehicle Dynamic" block and a speed profile block were added. These
simulations depict a completely electrical braking behavior.
Consequently, the parameters in the vehicle dynamic block were accordingly changed
to maintain a maximum deceleration at braking, as shown in Table 7
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Figure 29 – EV Base Model System with Scalar Control.
Table 7 – Vehicle Dynamic Parameters
Vehicle Mass (m) 660 kg
Path Inclination 0 deg
Rated vertical load 1700 N
Peak longitudinal force
at rated load 2500 N
Slip at peak force
at rated load 10%
Figure 30 shows the simulation results. The motor accelerates until reach the cruise
speed (1350 rpm), when the torque reduces to maintain the speed constant. The braking process
starts at t=5 s. The torque becomes negative as well as the supply power. The motor follows
the speed reference but, at low speed, that corresponds to a low inverter frequency, the torque
becomes oscillatory, affecting the deceleration. Another important fact is that the supply power
becomes positive. This means that the powertrain losses overcome the power recovery, making
the regenerative procedure useless.
Such results indicate the regenerative braking must be interrupted before the effec-
tive vehicle stop. The final braking will be performed by the mechanical brake.
The torque at the wheel axis is limited to 750 Nm, that corresponds to 300 Nm at
the motor axis.
Such devices uses a brake disk. The applied force that results the desired torque is
given in Equation 3.1.
FN =
JC.αv
2.Dr.rd.µ
(3.1)
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Figure 30 – Simulations of the driving cycle with Regenerative Braking.
Where JC is the load inertia (kg.m2), αv is the vehicle’s deceleration, Dr is the brake disk radio
(m), rd is the wheel radio (m), and µ is the friction coefficient.
3.2 Strategy to Control Brake
3.2.1 Strategies to the Scalar Control
A closed loop torque control is added. During the braking, the inverter reference
is 5% less than the corresponding motor speed applied by the SP_Control block. This way
the induction machine slip is negative, resulting a negative torque. The inverter turns-off at
low speeds, avoiding the torque oscillations. Then, Mechanical Torque block applies a friction
torque to maintain the same deceleration, as is shown in Figure 31.
For the braking stage, the speed reference changes accordingly to the brake pedal
and 95% of the motor speed is used as reference.
The torque control block includes two PI regulators. One regulates the speed and
produces the torque reference. The second controls the torque loop.
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Figure 31 – EV Model System with Scalar Control for driving cycles studies.
It is necessary to know if the required torque is greater than electric motor limit
torque. The use of the block "Mechanical Torque" is divided into two parts: (i) Brake1" and (ii)
Brake2" to apply friction torque according to the torque demand, as shown in Figure 32.
Figure 32 – The Block "Mechanical Torque" used to Scalar Control.
Figure 33 depicts the flow diagram for two strategies ("Brake1" and "Brake2") to
scalar control. The torque developed by the induction motor is directly proportional to the ratio
of the applied voltage and the frequency of supply. By varying the voltage and the frequency,
but keeping their ratio constant, the torque developed can be kept approximately constant.
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Figure 33 – Flow Diagram to Scalar Control.
In Brake1 mode the initial friction torque is 0, for a maximum speed reference ωre f .
The electrical brake is performed with the desired torque while the current in the SC bank is
greater than a minimum value. When the inverter turns-off, the desired torque is applied by the
friction brake, maintaining the deceleration and the stability of the vehicle.
In the Brake2 mode the friction torque is greater than zero for a maximum speed
reference ωre f . The desired torque is divided between the electrical and the mechanical sys-
tem. When the regenerative brake losses efficacy, the inverter turns-off and the friction torque
assumes the full torque.
Figure 34 shows the comparison of both braking strategies on a dry and flat surface.
The Brake1 has a longer braking distance than Brake2, due to the fact that brake
demand is lower. The reference speed is applied while the inverter is working.
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Figure 34 – Simulation V/F Control on flat surface: Brake1 mode at left column and Brake2
mode at right column.
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As shown in Figure 34, Brake1 mode, the braking torque is variable. This occurs
because the scalar strategy defines a speed reference 5% lower than the motor speed. This results
a variable slip and, consequently, a variable braking torque. To improve the torque regulation
would be necessary to change the speed reference, what doesn’t make sense in a simple control
strategy as is the scalar control. This will be used in the following DTC strategy.
Figure 35 shows the inverter DC bus voltage (where the SC Bank is connected).
The recovered energy in Brake1 is lower than Brake2 since the initial kinetic energy is lower.
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Figure 35 – Comparison of strategies for electric braking: electric behavior.
Table 8 shows the electrical quantities of the two braking strategies for a flat surface
with scalar control.
Table 8 – Quantities for Regenerative and Mechanical Braking
Parameters Brake1 Brake2
Brake Peak Power (kW) 10.35 19.18
Recovered Energy (kJ) 18.53 32.70
3.2.2 Strategies for DTC
The direct torque control structure is depicted in the "AC4-SVM" red box, shown
in the Figure 36.
The block "Sist" represents the vehicle commands (acceleration and brake). The
electrical parameters and the dynamics of the vehicle are the same as for scalar control.
Let us consider the intense braking of the vehicle, in which the system uses the
motor limit torque of 240 Nm.
Direct torque control (DTC) is based on two PI controllers for torque and flux,
which allows better response to the driver’s command.
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Figure 36 – EV Model System with DTC Control for driving cycles studies.
It’s possible to brake with both, electric and mechanical brakes, in order to achieve
maximum torque on the wheels, maintaining the criterion of turning off the electric brake if the
motor current is minor than a minimum current, as shown in Figure 37.
Figure 37 – "Mechanical Torque" block used to define the friction torque.
Figure 38 shows the flow diagram of the braking strategies, "Brake1" and "Brake2".
The desired torque or torque demand is made by the brake pedal, according to the motor speed
vs. torque curve. If the desired torque is greater than the motor limit torque, it is necessary to
add the mechanical torque.
Brake1 is performed when the electric brake is enough. The mechanical brake is
applied only when the inverter turns-off.
Brake2 uses both, the electric and the mechanical brakes concurrently.
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Figure 38 – DTC Flow of Logic Diagram.
The Figure 39 shows simulations when the brake commands 60% of the maximum
motor torque (Brake1). If the command corresponds to 100% or more the strategy is Brake2.
For the Brake1, the regenerative energy is greater than Brake2 as the mechanical
brake is not applied. The braking distance of the vehicle for the Brake1 is 14.25m, since the
deceleration is lower than Brake2 and it takes longer time to stop the vehicle.
Figure 40 shows a comparison of recovered energy for both cases. It can be observed
that more energy is recovered by Brake1 than Brake2, since both start with the same kinetic
energy.
Table 9 – Quantities for Regenerative and Mechanical Braking on flat surface
Parameters Brake1 Brake2
Brake Peak Power (kW) 16.95 16.60
Recovered Energy (kJ) 30.12 15.40
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Figure 39 – DTC Simulation on a flat surface.
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Figure 40 – Electrical Simulation DTC on flat surface.
As the DTC presents a superior behavior compared to the scalar control, due to the
precise torque regulation, the following studies consider only DTC systems.
• Downhill surface (-10deg)
Figure 41 shows braking during downhill and on the flat surface to compare the traction
and braking in both cases, maintaining a fixed coefficient of friction as for a dry surface.
In both cases the reference torque changes from an initial braking torque of 60% to 100%
of the maximum motor limit torque.
Figure 42 shows that in downhill surface more energy is recovery since the kinetic energy
is summed to the potential energy.
3.2.3 Flat surface with Variable Friction Coefficient: Wet-Snow
In this section, the EV tires are exposed to a variable friction coefficient (VFC) on
a flat surface, as shown in the diagram of the Figure 43.
According to the Paceijka model for typical road conditions, the system considers
two VFC (wet and snow).
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Figure 41 – DTC Simulation on Flat and Downhill Surfaces.
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Figure 42 – Electrical Simulation of DTC on flat and downhill surfaces.
Figure 43 shows the "friction" block responsible for changing the surface charac-
teristic. The vehicle is initially exposed to wet surface that changes to a snowy surface while
braking, as shown in Figure 44.
Figure 43 – Modeling vehicle dynamics with VFC
The study considers the change affects both traction wheels (frontal tires). Further-
more, it can be used in other cases as well, for example if the change affects one side of the
vehicle (left or right wheel).
• Inverter Turns-off before VFC: Wet-Snow
Let’s consider the case when the inverter will be disconnected at the starting stage of the
deceleration. For example, because of SC is fully charged. The driver’s demand requires
a torque greater than the motor limit torque, making necessary to use mechanical torque
(strategy Brake2).
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Figure 44 – Modeling VFC from Wet to Snowy surface
As shown in Figure 45, the vehicle starts the braking on a wet surface. As the torque
demand is 100%. Brake2 strategy is applied.
When the inverter is turned-off, only mechanical braking is applied, maintaining the de-
sired torque. Then the tires leave the wet surface and enters on the snow surface.
The tires do not maintain the contact with the ground, leading to an uncontrolled driving.
The slide of the tire with the ground is analyzed as a slip variation, and shows that it
is outside the 0.2 limit (negative for braking) indicating, the tires lose friction with the
ground.
• Inverter Turn-off after VFC: Wet-Snow
In this study, the behavior under variable friction coefficients for regenerative braking and
mechanical braking, concurrently, is analyzed on a flat surface. The analyses also count
on a demand of 100% brake, and the Brake2 strategy is used.
As shown in Figure 46 the inverter is turned-off when the regenerated power changes
signal, due to the change of the surface from wet to snow.
Although the vehicle receives the desired mechanical torque, the vehicle does not stop
with the applied torque. On the contrary, it takes the vehicle to instability, where the tires
lose contact with the ground.
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Figure 45 – Simulation for a turned off Inverter before VFC without ABS.
Table 10 shows a comparison of the vehicle’s behavior for the variable surface in
both cases: the combination of regenerative and mechanical braking and with the use of me-
chanical braking alone.
Table 10 – Quantities for Inverter Shutdown Before/After without ABS
Parameters Inverter Inverter
Turn-Off Turn-Off
Before After
Brake Peak Power (kW) 29.50 15.80
Recovered Energy (kJ) 4.40 11.20
Electrical Finish Time (s) 6.2 7.15
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Figure 46 – Simulation for a turned off Inverter after VFC without ABS.
3.3 Conclusions
This chapter has reviewed the key aspects of regenerative and mechanical brak-
ing, analyzing and comparing different braking strategies, as well as how it affects the driver’s
maneuver in severe braking.
The simulation of the vehicle model is an important part of this study which ana-
lyzed control techniques and strategies to be used and applied to an induction machine [41].
For the braking of a light vehicle, it is necessary to have a robust control system
whith direct torque control, a good option to control the induction motor due to its focus at
torque control.
If the coefficient of friction between the ground and the tires varies during braking,
then one or more of a vehicle’s wheels can lock (begins to skid) where the probability that an
accident occurs in consequence of braking distance increases, and the loss of steering control.
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4 Anti-lock Braking System Control
This chapter is based on a braking with DTC, carried out on a flat surface. The
vehicle dynamic model is the same as presented in chapter 2. The mechanical brake acts together
with the regenerative brake.
The MATLAB wheel model has an entry that allows to simulate various road fric-
tion curves by using Paceijka model. A locked-up wheel results low road handling force and
minimal steering force. In addition, the slide values for stopping/traction force are proportion-
ally higher than the slide values for cornering/steering force. Figure 47 depictes the behavior
of one wheel on the road. When there are multiple wheels in an axle group, the wheel slips
may differ, but each one behaves as is shown. The greater the number of tires, the greater the
maximum horizontal forces and the greater the load carrying capacity [42].
Figure 47 – Relationship between braking coefficient and tire slip at tire-road interaction [9].
Figure 48 shows a configuration suitable to the layout of the brake lines connecting
the master cylinder and the brakes due to legal requirements that demand to incorporate a dual-
circuit force transmission system (include the transmission medium, hoses, pipes and, on some
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systems, a pressure regulating valve for limiting the braking force at the rear wheels) of braking
system in which the deviation in the weight distribution is rearward. This design involves a
division of the front axle/rear axle split, whereby circuit (1) operates the front brakes and the
circuit (2) operates the rear brakes. The ABS control is carried out only for the front wheels due
to configuration leading to secondary-braking effectiveness [2].
Figure 48 – Brake-circuit Configuration.
The use of ABS helps to keep the wheels working even with severe changes on the
road that affect the driving, since the static friction is less than the dynamic friction. Therefore,
the proposed ABS strategy makes use of both mechanical and electrical brakes. The analysis
consider two cases: (i) mechanical ABS and (ii) ABS Mode with RBS.
Following the approach [15, 22], we explore the concepts of ABS function, me-
chanical ABS, and RBS to develop control strategies ABS mode with RBS, which considers
the motor torque introduce into an antilock brake system (ABS) control, expecting a better con-
trol effect to store the electric energy at braking. Our dynamic model with the quick response
and accurate control of the motor torque at braking explore and propose a distributed torque
strategies.
4.1 Friction Torque Control Strategies with ABS
The ABS control strategy must be able to capture in real time the transient behavior
of the friction force, observed during the longitudinal sliding of the wheel.
Figure 49 shows the logic diagram for the ABS for driving conditions on a flat
surface. During the braking process, the wheels are exposed to a surface with low coefficient of
friction. As a consequence they tend to block.
The diagram identifies the slippage of the vehicle through the calculation of the
Slip (λ ). Figure 47 shows when slippage is greater than 0.25, the ABS control must be active to
unlock the wheels.
4.1.1 Strategy for Mechanical ABS on a flat surface
Figure 50 shows the basic structure of the ABS control. Advanced ABS systems
uses accelerometers to improve the process performance [43].
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Figure 49 – Logic Diagram of Control Strategy of electric and mechanical ABS.
Figure 50 – Block representation of an ABS [9].
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The braking procedure with ABS is simulated verifying two strategies (i) Bang-
Bang Controller and (ii) PI Controller.
At very low speed (5km/h) the ABS is turned-off because it loses controllability.
The mechanical brake continues to apply the friction torque until the complete stop [9, 40].
Figure 51 – Logic Diagram of Mechanical ABS
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• Strategy 1: Mechanical ABS
Figure 52 and Figure 53 show the block diagram of the bang-bang controller. The bang-
bang controller is also known as hysteresis controller. The "Brake1" and "Brake2" blocks
make the decision between the control strategies studied at chapter 3 to apply a friction
torque. The Brake2 block output is used to define the torque demand at severe braking.
Figure 52 – The block of Command Control for Mechanical ABS
Figure 53 – "Bang-Bang Controller" block into "Dynamic Vehicle" block
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Figure 54 shows the structure of the controller. While the slip (λ ) in between the limits
(± 0.2), what means the tire-road friction is adequate, the desired torque is applied to the
wheels.
When the slip surpass the limit, indicating the wheel will lock, the output torque command
becomes zero, allowing the wheel to continue spinning.
Figure 54 – Command Control with the Bang-Bang Controller
Figure 55 shows a driving cycle. The motor accelerates with constant torque (210 Nm)
until 1350 rpm. Then the torque goes to zero and the speed reduces due to the vehicle
losses. At t=6 s the brake procedure starts, initially with the regenerative brake (240 Nm)
plus the mechanical brake (60 Nm). At t=6.2 s the inverter is turned-off and only the
mechanical brake assumes the deceleration (300 Nm). At t=7 s there is a change in the
road surface from wet to snow. The lower friction makes the wheel starts to lock, quickly
reducing the speed.
Figure 55c shows the torque in the wheel for the same driving cycle. Note that at low
speed the bang-bang controller produces a high frequency commutation, what is impos-
sible to be followed by the ABS electromechanical command. Such undesired behavior
explain the strategy of turning-off the ABS at low speed.
Figure 55d shows the ABS system recognizes the high slip and acts on the mechanical
brake, alternating the application of full torque or zero torque. The objective is to maintain
the slip value limited to ± 0.2. At low speed (5km/h), at t= 11.8 s, the ABS is turned off,
the wheel locks and the vehicle stops at t= 12.6 s.
• Strategy 2: Mechanical ABS
The PI control method reduces the applied torque in order to maintain the optimal slip
that allows unlocking of the wheels as shown in the structure of Figure 56.
Figure 57 shows the generation of the torque to be applied to the wheel with the PI
controller. The output of the PI block is a continuous value between 0 and 1. Such output
multiplies the torque reference produced by the driver command, subject to the limitations
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Figure 55 – Mechanical ABS with Bang-Bang Controller
Figure 56 – Structure of the PI Controller
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described in chapter 3. While the slip is in the range± 0.2 the ABS is not active. Detected
the high slip the PI starts to regulate the braking torque in order to maintain the desired
slip. At very low speed (5 km/h) the ABS is turned-off and the final braking uses the full
torque.
Figure 57 – Braking torque definition with PI Controller
Figure 58 repeats the previous test, now with the PI controller. The events sequence is:
from t=0 s, the vehicle accelerates with a torque of 200 Nm, until the motor reaches
1350 rpm; the torque is reduced to zero and the speed decreases due to the friction and
aerodynamic losses; at t=6 s regenerative (240 Nm) and mechanical (60 Nm) brakes are
applied; at t=6.2 s the inverter is turned-off and the mechanical brake assumes alone; at
t=7 s the road condition changes from wet to snow leading the wheel to increase the slip;
the PI immediately acts to reduce the applied torque (around 110 Nm) maintaining the
vehicle controllability; at t= 11.9 s, when the vehicle speed is 5km/h, the ABS is turned-
off and the final braking uses the full torque. As can be seen in Figure 58d such procedure
is necessary to avoid the torque oscillation that would appear in very low speed.
4.2 Regenerative Braking System with ABS Mode
Since the regenerative braking is an important aspect of EV, it is necessary to co-
ordinate it with the mechanical brake, as well as to implement ABS procedures also in the
regenerative brake.
Figure 59 indicates the braking procedures including mechanical and regenerative
braking, both with ABS functionalities. While the slip is in the acceptable range (± 0.2) the
braking command follows the procedures presented in chapter 3. If the slip increases the ABS
is activated in the RBS and, if necessary, in the friction brake. The electrical brake operates until
the regenerated current (measured in the DC bus of the inverter) becomes lower than a limit. At
this value the regenerated power becomes zero, brake assumes, with its ABS, until a minimum
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Figure 58 – Mechanical ABS with PI Controller
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speed. To avoid oscillations in the friction brake, the ABS is disabled and the final braking is
done with the simple application of the mechanical brake.
Figure 59 – Flux Diagram for ABS Mode with RBS
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• RBS with ABS Mode: Strategy 1
As shown in Figure 60, strategy 1 consider the ABS implemented in the RBS uses a PI
controller in order to adjust the electromagnetic torque to a level that maintain the vehicle
controllable, what means the slip must be in the range ± 0.2. The mechanical ABS is
activated when necessary and uses the bang-bang method.
Figure 60 – Block diagram for RBS with ABS Mode
Figure 61 shows the results for the same events described previously. At t=6 s the driver
applies the brake command. As the torque is too high (300 Nm), the motor produces 240
Nm, its limit, and the mechanical brake complete the torque. At t=7 s the road condition
changes from wet to snow, and the wheel tends to lock. Immediately the motor torque
reduces to approximately 110 Nm regulate the slip. As this value is lower than the limit,
the mechanical brake does not operate. At t=10 s the inverter is turned-off, since the
regeneration stops.
The mechanical brake assumes the torque, and the bang-bang controller maintains the
vehicle under control. When the ABS starts to oscillate fastly it is disabled and the final
stop occurs with friction maximum torque.
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Figure 61 – Simulation Results for ABS Mode with RBS and Strategy 1
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• RBS with ABS Mode: Strategy 2
Figure 62 shows the ABS strategy when both, electromagnetic and mechanical brakes are
regulated by the respective PI controllers.
Figure 62 – Block diagram for ABS Mode and PI Controller
Figure 63 shows that for strategies 1 and 2 the regeneration is the same, since the inverter
operates under equal conditions.
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Figure 63 – Electrical Simulation Results to Compare Strategies
Figure 64 shows the results with strategy 2. The only difference is that, with a PI controller
applied to the friction brake, there is a continuity in the torque when the inverter is turned-
off. The other behaviours are as explained for Figure 61.
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Figure 64 – Simulation Results of ABS Mode with RBS and Strategy 2
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4.2.1 Complex Drive Cycle
Figure 65 and Figure 66 show additional simulations exploring the behavior of the
proposed ABS strategy in more complex situations. In these cases there are two changes in the
road condition: from wet to snow (at t= 7s) and from snow to wet (at t= 9s).
The left column shows a "Brake1" case, in which the brake demand is achieved
using only the regenerative brake. The right column shows a "Brake2" case, in which the brake
is shared between electrical and mechanical actions while the demand is ever the regenerative
limit. In both cases the ABS control is able to regulate the wheel slip (Figure 66) during the show
condition. All the already implementations regarding the inverter and ABS turn-off procedure
are maintained.
4.3 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the key aspects of the ABS Mode applied to the re-
generative braking, combined with the strategies of using the mechanical ABS, when a low
coefficient of friction is detected. The ABS avoids the blocking of the wheels and maintain the
vehicle control.
The PI controller applied to maintain the desired glide between the wheels and the
ground allow a reduction of the electromagnetic torque to get the slip limited to the acceptable
range, for any of the tested road conditions. It was shown that the mechanical ABS must be
turned-off at low speed to avoid instabilities in this brake, as well as the regenerative brake
must be disabled when the regeneration loses efficacy.
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Figure 65 – RBS and ABS with Braking Strategy 1-2
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Figure 66 – RBS and ABS with Braking Strategy 1-2
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5 Conclusions and Perspectives
This thesis has analyzed the braking process of electrical vehicles, including me-
chanical (friction) and electrical (regenerative) brake systems, with emphasis in the ABS pro-
cedures.
The main contribution is the electric vehicle modeling driven by a single induction
machine in a passenger vehicle. From the improved dynamic model was incorporate electrical
and mechanical control strategies at same simulation. The use of direct torque control (DTC)
allowed us to obtain an adequate procedure of braking. Further, the shutdown procedures be-
tween RBS and ABS at low-speed afforded to improve the performance electric (RBS) and
mechanical (Mechanical ABS).
As presented in Chapter 2, the studies were carried out based on simulations, in-
cluding detailed models for the main parts of the system: vehicle dynamic, induction motor
with direct torque control, SVPWM inverter and power supply (supercapacitor bank), wheel/tire
model, including the interaction with the ground, etc.
In Chapter 3 it was developed the base model, including the procedures for me-
chanical and regenerative braking. Scalar and direct torque controllers were tested. Due to its
superior precision of the DTC method has been applied in the sequence of the research. Also
the limitations of the torque in the wheels and in the electric motor were considered, as well
as the strategy to share the desired torque (commanded by the driver) between the mechanical
and electric devices. Also in this chapter it was presented strategies for the identification of
excessive slip, what imposes the application of the ABS. It was identified that it is necessary to
disable the regenerative brake when the current measured at the inverter DC bus becomes near
to zero. Beyond this value the energy regeneration loses efficacy and the system loses surpass
the recovered energy. Additionally, the simulation results have showed that there is an oscil-
lation on the mechanical ABS at low speed, making necessary to turn-off the ABS command
below a minimum speed.
Finally, Chapter 4 analyses the system response for more complex conditions, spe-
cially the sudden change in the road-tire interaction that would produce wheel locking during
braking. The ABS strategies presented in Chapter 3 have showed to be quite effective for main-
tain the possible braking torque without blocking the wheels. The sudden change from a wet
road to a snowy surface, and viceversa, shown the coordination between both brake systems
operate correctly, assuring the vehicle can be conducted by the driver.
Clearly there are many additional studies that should be carried out for improving
these results. Among them it is possible to indicate:
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• Implementation of an experimental setup, initially in the laboratory, in the sequence in an
EV, in order to evaluate in a real situation the efficacy of the proposed strategies;
• As an intermediate step, a hardware in the loop simulation would allow longer simulations
with more realistic commands and situations;
• Improvement in the EV model to include the cases of four wheel traction, with indepen-
dent motors in each wheel;
• Deeper discussion about the slip identification and quantification for any kind of road
surface;
• Introduce different driving cycles, including curves and the consequent tangential forces;
• Adaptive control procedures regarding the EV mass variation, tire conditions (pressure,
roughness,etc).
• Improvement the mechanical brake modeling, including the valve behavior and the tran-
sition between electrical and mechanical systems.
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APPENDIX A – Vehicle Braking Systems
An overall vehicle has an active system safety that helps to prevent accidents and
makes a preventative contribution to safety. The following are some examples:
• ABS (Antilock Braking System)
• TCS (Traction Control System) and,
• ESP (Electronic Stability Program)
These safety systems stabilize the vehicle’s response in critical situations and thus
maintain its steerability. Apart from their contribution to vehicle safety, exist currently systems
such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) that essentially offer added convenience by maintaining
the distance from the vehicle in front by automatically throttling back the engine or applying
the brakes, whereby it is necessary to be fitted with a radar system, cameras, and other sensors.
In addition, each vehicle also has passive safety systems, as well as are designed to
protect vehicle occupants from serious injury in the event of an accident. They reduce the risk
of injury and thus the severity of the consequences of an accident. Examples of passive safety
systems are the seat-belts required by law and airbags which can be fitted in various positions
inside the vehicle such as in front of or at the side of the occupants. For more information see
[2].
A.1 Classification of vehicle braking systems
The entirety of the braking systems on a vehicle is referred as braking equipment.
Vehicle braking systems can be classified on the basis of
• design and
• method of operation
Designs are based on legal requirements on commercial vehicles, the braking equip-
ment also includes a continuous-operation braking system that allows the driver to keep the
vehicle at a steady speed on a long descent.
The methods of operation depend on whether they are operated entirely or partially
by human effort or by another source of energy.
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The braking control system should be capable of ensuring that the vehicle retains
its handling stability and steerability on all types of road surface, from dry roads with good
adhesion to black ice.
Therefore, an ABS system must meet a comprehensive range of requirements, in
particular all the safety requirements associated with dynamic braking response and the braking-
system technology.
An ABS system should utilize the available adhesion between the tires and the
road surface under braking to the maximum possible, giving handling stability and steerability
precedence over minimizing braking distance. It should not make any difference to the system
whether the driver applies the brakes violently or gradually increases the braking force to the
point at which the wheels would lock. This system is operated by hydraulic power (which
is based on fluid pressure) transmitted by hydraulic means. The brake fluid is stored in energy
accumulators (hydraulic accumulators) which also contain a compressed gas (usually nitrogen).
The gas and the fluid are kept apart by a flexible diaphragm(diaphragm accumulator) or a piston
with a rubber seal (piston accumulator). A hydraulic pump generates the fluid pressure, which
is always in equilibrium with the gas pressure in the energy accumulator. A pressure regulator
switches the hydraulic pump to idle as soon as the maximum pressure is reached. Since brake
fluid can be regarded as practically incompressible, small volumes of brake fluid can transmit
large brake-system pressures.
A.2 Brake-circuit configuration
Legal requirements demand that braking systems incorporate a dual-circuit force
transmission system. According to DIN 74 000, there are five ways in which the two brake
circuits can be split as is shown in Figure A.1. It uses the following combinations of letters
to designate the configurations: II, X, HI, LL and HH. Those letters are chosen because their
shapes roughly approximate to the layout of the brake lines connecting the master cylinder and
the brakes. Of those five possibilities, the II and X configurations, which involve the minimum
amount of brake piping, hoses, disconnectable joints and static or dynamic seals,have become
the most widely established. That characteristic means that the risk of failure of each of the
individual circuits due to fluid leakage is as low as it is for a single-circuit braking system.
In the event of brake-circuit failure due to overheating of one of the brakes, the HI, LL and
HH configurations have a critical weakness because the connection of individual brakes to both
circuits means that failure of one brake can result in total failure of the braking system as a
whole.
In order to satisfy the legal requirements regarding secondary-braking effective-
ness, vehicles with a forward weight-distribution bias are fitted with the X configuration. The II
configuration is particularly suited to use on vehicles with a rearward weight-distribution bias.
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• II configuration This layout involves a front-axle/rear-axle split – one circuit operates
the rear brakes, the other operates the front brakes.
• X configuration This layout involves a diagonal split each circuit operates one front
brake and its diagonally opposed rear brake.
• HI configuration This layout involves a front/front-and-rear split - one brake circuit op-
erates the front and rear brakes, the other operates only the front brakes.
• LL configuration This arrangement involves a two-front/one- rear split. Each circuit
operates both front wheels and one rear wheel.
• HH configuration The circuits are split front-and-rear/front- and-rear. Each circuit oper-
ates all four wheels.
Figure A.1 – Configuration (a-II, b-X, c-HI, d-LL, e-HH), Brake Circuit (1 - 2), Direction of
travel (↓) [2].
A.3 Reaction distance and total braking distance
According to ISO 611, the total braking distance is the distance traveled during the
total braking time. Thus, the point at which the driver first applies force to the actuation device is
a decisive factor in determining the total braking distance. However, as far as the overall braking
sequence is concerned, the distance travelled from when the driver first identifies a hazard to
when the brakes are first applied is also of significance. This is the driver’s reaction time and is
different for every driver.
The total distance traveled from identification of a hazard to the point at which the
vehicle comes to a halt is thus made up of a number of components consisting of
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• the distance traveled during the brake-pressure build-up time at an increasing rate of de-
celeration,
• the distance travelled under fully developed deceleration at a constant rate of deceleration,
• the distance traveled during the reaction time and the brake-system response time at a
constant velocity, υ .
Alternatively, half the period of increasing deceleration can be taken to be under
fully developed deceleration at the rate a, and the remaining period taken to be under zero
deceleration. This time period is added to the other periods of zero deceleration (reaction time
and brake-system response time) to form the dead time, tvz. Thus the distance required for
braking is defined by the formula
s = υ .tvz+
υ2
2a
(A.1)
The maximum rate of deceleration is limited by the friction between the tires and
the road. Minimum rates of deceleration are defined by law. Assuming a dead time of 1s, the
table below shows the combined reaction and total braking distance at various speeds.
Figure A.2 – Total braking distance to several decelerations [2].
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APPENDIX B – Power and Energy
B.1 Power
To electric systems, the product of a voltage v(t) by a current i(t) represents the
instantaneous power in a circuit.
• v(t)= Voltage between conductors.
• i(t)= Current by conductors.
Figure B.1 – Electric circuit.
p(t) = v(t).i(t) (B.1)
Active power is the average value of the instantaneous power
p(τ) =
1
T
∫ T
0
p(τ)dτ (B.2)
p(τ) =
1
pi
∫ pi
0
p(τ)dτ (B.3)
p(τ) =
1
pi
∫ pi
0
v(τ).i(τ)dτ (B.4)
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B.2 Energy
Energy (E) is the time integral of the instantaneous power. Considering the curve of
Figure B.2 , it is calculated:
E =
∫ Tf
T0
p(t)dt (B.5)
Etotal = EA+EB+EC (B.6)
Figure B.2 – Instantaneous power during EV trajectory
Interval A (t = 0s - t = 5s):
EA =
1
2
.20kW.5s = 50kJ (B.7)
Interval B (t = 5s - t = 8s):
EB = 2kW.3s = 6kJ (B.8)
Interval C (t = 8s - t = 12s):
EC =
1
2
.−17kW.4s =−34kJ (B.9)
Etotal = 50kJ+6kJ−34kJ = 22kJ (B.10)
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APPENDIX C – Simulation Schematics
This work was simulated on MATLAB 8.9(R2017a)/Simulink. The simulation schemat-
ics following of EV system model are divided into five sections:
• V/F Control System (Base)
• V/F Control System with RBS Strategy
• DTC System with RBS Strategy
• DTC on Flat Surface with Variable Friction Coefficient without ABS
• DTC on Flat Surface with Variable Friction Coefficient with ABS
C.1 V/F Control System (Base)
Figure C.1 – EV System Model with Base Scalar Control for driving cycles studies.
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Figure C.2 – "Vehicle Dynamic" Block into EV System Model.
Figure C.3 – Speed Controller Parameters into EV System Model.
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C.2 V/F Control System with RBS Strategy
The EV system model includes a PI torque controller, a mechanical torque and a
braking strategy.
Figure C.4 – EV Model System with Scalar Control with RBS Strategy.
Figure C.5 – "SP-Control" Block into EV System Model with RBS Strategy.
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Figure C.6 – "Vehicle Dynamic" Block into EV System Model with RBS Strategy.
Figure C.7 – "Mechanical Torque" Block into EV System Model with RBS Strategy.
C.2.1 Mechanical Torque Block
The "Mechanical Torque" block contains the regenerative braking strategies in ac-
cordance with the flow diagram Figure 33.
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Figure C.8 – "Brake1" Block.
Figure C.9 – "Brake2" Block.
Figure C.10 – Code programming of "System" Block.
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C.3 DTC systems with RBS Strategy
Figure C.11 – EV Model System with DTC Control for driving cycles studies.
Figure C.12 – "Vehicle Dynamic" Block into EV System Model with RBS Strategy.
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Figure C.13 – "Mechanical Torque" Block into EV System Model with RBS Strategy.
Figure C.14 – "Sist" Block into EV System Model with RBS Strategy.
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C.3.1 Mechanical Torque Block
The "Mechanical Torque" block contains the regenerative braking strategies.
Figure C.15 – "Brake1" Block.
Figure C.16 – "Brake2" Block.
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C.3.2 Sist Block
Define parameters (torque desired and friction torque) to RBS with Direct Torque
Control
Figure C.17 – Code programming of "System" Block.
Figure C.18 – Torque- Speed Profile.
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C.4 DTC on Flat surface with Variable Friction Coefficient without
ABS
The simulations use the same EV model system with DTC with modifications in
some blocks as the "sist" block to Inverter turn-off before VFC and Inverter turn-off after VFC.
The blocks inside of "Sist" block maintains the same block as shown in Figure C.14
Figure C.19 – "sist" block to Inverter Turns-off before VFC.
Figure C.20 – "sist" block to Inverter Turns-off after VFC.
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The "Vehicle Dynamic" block adds "VFC" block, what contains the variable friction
coefficients to the tire model.
Figure C.21 – "Vehicle Dynamic" block.
Figure C.22 – "VFC" block into "Vehicle Dynamic" block.
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C.5 DTC on Flat surface with Variable Friction Coefficient with
ABS
Figure C.23 – EV Model System with ABS.
C.5.1 Flat surface with ABS Mechanical(Bang-Bang Controller)
The "sist" block uses the same block as shown in Figure C.19.
Figure C.24 – "Mechanical Torque" Block with Command Control.
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Figure C.25 – "Vehicle Dynamic" Block with Bang-Bang Controller.
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C.5.2 Flat surface with ABS Mechanical(PI Controller)
The blocks of the EV system model remain with the same characteristic, the one
difference is the type of controller.
Figure C.26 – Braking torque definition with PI Controller.
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C.5.3 Flat surface with ABS Mode (Bang-Bang - PI Controller)
Figure C.27 – "sist" Block.
Figure C.28 – Block diagram for RBS with ABS Mode.
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C.5.4 Flat surface with ABS Mode (PI - PI Controller)
Figure C.29 – Block diagram for ABS Mode with PI Controller.
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C.5.5 Complex Drive Cycle
Figure C.30 – "sist" block for a friction’s command between t= 7-9s
